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About This Game

Boasting beautiful, hand-drawn animations and a re-orchestrated soundtrack, the cult classic returns with a unique blend of
exploration, action, and adventure!

Cursed into a half-human, half-lizard monstrosity by the Meka-Dragon, you are in search for a cure! The only way you can
return to human form is to find the Salamander Cross, a magical item with the power to remove curses...

With each dragon slain, the curse intensifies, transforming you into different animals! Explore large, interconnected locations
populated with grumpy monsters and exotic dragons!

Play as the game’s classic character, Hu-Man, or as his brand-new, long-awaited co-star Hu-Girl. You can also inhabit Lizard-
Man, Mouse-Man, Piranha-Man, Lion-Man, and Hawk-Man, and use their unique abilities to uncover the land’s deepest secrets.
Enjoy 3 difficulty levels catering to players of all types, and switch from modern graphics and sound to 8-bit graphics/audio at

any time - even during gameplay!
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Title: Wonder Boy: The Dragon's Trap
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Lizardcube
Publisher:
DotEmu
Release Date: 8 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Any

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000-5000 series (game in 720p)

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1100 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Polish,Swedish,Traditional Chinese
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As others have said, this is a SCUMMVM game. Not a native experience. SCUMMVM is excellent, but I expected more from a
direct-from-the-company release. Disney's name is front and center on the publisher line. The mouse is really wonky if you have
a high-dpi mouse. Even turning it down to its slowest speed still resulted in massive jumps, making the game unplayable due to
timing puzzles. The audio is emulatred PC Speaker with modulated square-wave, so don't expect Amiga style music. Also, if
your monitor is set up for 1:1, you're going to be playing this in a TINY rectangle. Because the ScummVM UI is supressed, you
can't adjust that before launching. You have to launch the menu with F5, then return to launcher. Additionally, if you're into
GPL, you'll note the lack of required GPL verbiage in the Disney EULA. It's way better to play this within Day of the Tentacle..
Fun, funny, and super addictive. It is like a darker, funnier version of angry birds. I highly recommend this game.. Things I like:

 Each world (I've gotten up to world 4, has more levels than you need to finish to progress. Some are more complex than
others. Means when I'm stumped by a level, I can go try another. Then when I've past that world, I can come back alter
to complete more levels to unlock the bonus stages for that world. The game gives me options and I like that.

 Each world adds another operator, which increases the possibility space of the puzzles. Lends the game a nice curve.

 Good, chill music.. Edit 05\/04\/2015

After listening to them for a while, they've kinda grown on me. Yeah, they're alright. The original is still better though..
Best retro game. Granted, I'm very bias here because of all the feels from nostalgia, but the execution of this game is
excellent. Captures the magic of the original and brings it cleanly into the modern day of gaming. Very worth the price.
Game is not easy, but not souls-like ;) This is one of my favourite games and I can't believe they made a remake. I've
asked friends over the years if they've heard of this game, but literally no one knew about it. Now I can show them :) So
Stoked.
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The Story goes On is a beautiful game based in a maze. There are so many diffferent gameplay possibilities. I could play this
game for hours. Definitely worth the $4!. Dead but it was awesome. Closer home to the quality of Choice of Robots in terms of
writing compared to more recent COG titles. Enjoyed it until the end, which seemed a bit rushed, but I'll reserve judgement on
the premise that there are more endings, and I may have just got one of the less well written ones.

Worth the price imo, will update when I get another playthrough in.. Hi my name is pilot2mars and I play games you probably
never heard of.. Cheap version of Disciples II, minus the map. Instead you maneuver over a grid. Battles are very similar. LIked
it.. Very spooky, made me\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665my briches.. Playing Fallout 1 changed my life and
understanding of what a good video game looks like. It is timelessly immersive and probably the single best RPG I've ever
played. You gotta get it.. Incredibly simple controls, Immensley simple gameplay, unreasonablly f&*$%ng difficult, Completely
worth the 2 bux.
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